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raises the possibility that where you have the three "hearkens", three verses

starting with "heark", and then three verses starting with "awake, awake,f

pt on strength, 0 the arm of the Trd or something like that , that each of
a

these six different sentences is the beginning of %$11 section -****

No. U

******** and we would have to, you cannot assume it ffom that, you have to
a

examine, but it won't take much examination to prove that it is/correct
7L

suggestion/in this case(?) Here is an obvious type of divlsi-n. Now, in

one sense we can understand. Mr. MacIcej. - is entire1: right/ all

through the chapter, because all through the chapter you have a series of

such introductions. But yru 3c not have any place that is repeated all through

the chapter. YoU have ori that is repeated through the first part xt1

and te one last 'Dart. What does that suggest about the main division of

the chapter. Yes, it suggests that after verse eight between terse one and eight

we have three sect-ions- each introduced with the same phrase And after verse

eight we have three sections each introduced with %% different themes
one that is

from that/before. Now whether this 3i makes one long section/divided into
the

two parts, first with three, and the next verse with three, or whether they

are two distinct sections, that is a ouestion for which you have to examine

the o'ntext, and make your decision. But ±$ at least there is a division

whether it will be a major division or minor divisin. Here in verse nine.

Do not reach a conclusion like that simply noting the pepetition of the

phrase. But the repebition of a phrase, when it occurs three times like that, arid

it is obviously parallel j11 suggest an examinatir'n to find out whether it is
clue to the

an obvious/division, and if it certainly works out that way. Your f*ñst part.

(13.cO) - here, verse eight, - look at verse one, Hearken to me,

ye that follow after righteousness, ye that seek the Lord; verse four, Hearken

unto me, my people; and give ear unto my, 0 my nation.
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